UCCA WELCOMES ADDITIONAL AID TO UKRAINE IN CONSOLIDATED APPROPRIATIONS ACT OF 2018

New York (UCCA) – The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA), the largest grassroots representation of Americans of Ukrainian descent, welcomes the passage and signing into law of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2018, which concretely stipulates that “not less than $420,700,000 shall be made available for assistance for Ukraine.” Furthermore, an additional $200,000,000 was appropriated to provide assistance in 2018 for total of $620,700,000 available once all the provisions are accounted for. The latter sum will go towards continued funding of the “Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative,” including training, equipment, lethal weapons of a defensive nature, logistics support, supplies and services, sustainment, and intelligence support to the military and national security forces of Ukraine.

Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH), co-chair of the Senate Ukraine Caucus, announced that this bipartisan legislation “sends a clear signal that the United States will stand up for its allies and interests and hold Russia accountable for its behavior.”

UCCA thanks all of our fellow advocates for greater U.S.-Ukrainian relations in
support for Ukraine, beginning with the enactment of the Ukraine Freedom Support Act (2014), as well as the Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative (2015), the Countering Disinformation and Propaganda Act (2016), and the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (2017).

As with the most recent appropriation bills signed into law, the legislation will once again forbid appropriated funds from being made available for “(a) the implementation of any action or policy that recognizes the sovereignty of the Russian Federation over Crimea or other territory in Ukraine; (b) the facilitation, financing, or guarantee of United States Government investments in Crimea or other territory in Ukraine under the control of Russian Government investments in Crimea or other territory in Ukraine under the control of Russian Government officials, or other Russian owned or controlled financial entities; or (c) assistance for Crimea or other territory in Ukraine under the control of Russian Government officials, or other Russian owned or controlled financial entities.”
**UCCA SPOKESMAN DISCUSSES RUSSIAN THREAT ON MSNBC**

**WHAT IS UCCA?**
The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA) is a non-profit, non-partisan community-based organization that has represented the interests of Ukrainians in the United States since 1940.

**ЩО ТАКЕ УККА?**
Український Кон'гресовий Комітет Америки (УККА) є неприбутковою, безпартійною громадською організацією, яка представляє інтереси українців у Сполучених Штатах Америки з 1940 року.